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Detecting slow moving targets in SAR images [5410-8]
R. Linnehan, L. Perlovsky, C. Mutz, J. Schindler

A methodology for characterizing phase noise in modulated radar waveforms: an alternative ‘terrain’ characterization method [5410-9]
J. Gray, S. Addison

Improving angular resolution with Scan-MUSIC algorithm for real complex targets using 35-GHz millimeter-wave radar [5410-10]
C. Ly

RADAR SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES I

Low-cost position-adaptive UAV radar design with state-of-the-art COTS technology [5410-13]
A. Mitra, K. Pasala

Inverse synthetic aperture radar imagery of a man with a rocket propelled grenade launcher [5410-14]
C. Tran, R. Innocenti, G. Kirose, K. Ranney, G. Smith

Passive position-adaptive radar modes for non-LOS interrogation of embedded targets [5410-15]
A. Mitra
RADAR SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES II

Using radar to help mitigate truck overturn incidents on US interstate highways [5410-18]
E. Greneker, E. Rausch

A kill chain architecture for prosecution of ground targets [5410-20]
A. Kerrick, A. Shaw

Colored Petri net simulation and modeling of air-to-ground targeting [5410-21]
A. Roy, A. Shaw, A. Kerrick

Low-cost Ka band SAR/ISAR for UAV applications [5410-23]
S. Kim, A. Pergande, J. Hughen

POSTER SESSION

Spatial statistical characteristics of land and development of radar clutter maps [5410-24]
G. Kulemin, E. Tarnavsky

UWB GPR for detection and identification of buried small objects [5410-27]
D. Armagan Sahinkaya, A. Turk

A portfolio of fine-resolution SAR images: continued [5410-28]
A. Doerry, V. Gutierrez, L. Wells
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SYSTEMS

Active millimeter-wave video rate imaging with a staring 120-element microbolometer array [5410-29]
A. Luuknen, A. Miller, E. Grossman

Passive millimeter-wave focal plane array [5410-30]
C. Middleton, G. Zummo, A. Weeks, A. Pergande, L. Mirth, G. Boreman

Design and development of a high-performance passive millimeter-wave imager for aeronautical applications [5410-31]
A. Lettington, D. Dunn, N. Alexander, A. Wabby, B. Lyons, R. Doyle, J. Walshe, M. Attia, I. Blankson

Compact millimeter-wave medical imager [5410-32]
D. Robertson

Analysis of passive millimeter-wave imagery texture for enhanced aircraft obstacle avoidance [5410-33]
D. Wikner

Antenna-coupled MOM diodes for dual-band detection in MMW and LWIR [5410-34]
M. Abdel-Rahman, F. Gonzalez, G. Zummo, C. Middleton, G. Boreman

SECURITY

Whole-body 35-GHz security scanner [5410-37]
R. Appleby, R. Anderton, S. Price, G. Sinclair, P. Coward

Concealed weapons detection with an improved passive millimeter-wave imager [5410-38]
C. Martin, V. Kolinko

Polarimetric scene simulation in millimeter-wave radiometric imaging [5410-47]
N. Salmon
Passive interferometric millimeter-wave imaging: achieving big results with a constellation of small satellites [5410-40]
X. Shao, W. Junor, R. Zenick, A. Rogers, K. Dighe

Constrained image restoration for use in passive millimeter-wave imaging [5410-41]
A. Lettington, N. Alexander, E. Boukouvala

On spatial resolution of quasi-optical focal plane antenna array imagers [5410-42]
L. Volkov, A. Voronko, N. Volkova

Superresolution in the passive radiovision systems of millimeter-wave range [5410-44]
Y. Pirogov, V. Gladun, D. Tischenko, A. Tismanovskiy

Research on antenna-scanning mode and image displaying method of an 8-mm ground radiometric imaging system [5410-45]
L. Gui, W. Guo, Z. Zhang
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Spectroscopic characterization of explosives in the far-infrared region [5411-2]

Terahertz near-field interferometric and synthetic aperture imaging [5411-3]
K. Walsh, B. Schulkin, D. Gary, J. Federici, R. Barat, D. Zimdars

Micromachined antenna-coupled uncooled microbolometers for terahertz imaging arrays [5411-4]
A. Miller, A. Luukanen, E. Grossman

Terahertz signatures of biological-warfare-agent simulants [5411-5]

Terahertz wave imaging for landmine detection [5411-6]

Analysis of terahertz spectral images of explosives and bioagents using trained neural networks [5411-7]
F. Oliveira, R. Barat, B. Schulkin, F. Huang, J. Federici, D. Gary, D. Zimdars

Pulsed and widely tunable terahertz sources for security: imaging and spectroscopy [5411-8]
M. Hagmann, B. McBride, Z. Hagmann

Terahertz active direct detection imagers [5411-9]
E. Grossman, A. Luukanen, A. Miller

Terahertz reflection imaging for package and personnel inspection [5411-26]
D. Zimdars, J. White
**SESSION 4**

**TERAHERTZ TECHNOLOGIES I**

*Terahertz spectroscopy of explosives and related compounds [5411-10]*
M. Fitch, D. Schauki, C. Dodson, R. Osiander

*Generation and detection of pulsed T-rays for use in the study of biological and bioterrorism issues [5411-12]*
T. Jedju, B. Bosacchi, W. Warren, A. Nahata, T. Kuenstner

*Development of passive millimeter-wave imaging systems and its applications to medical- and bio-objects imaging [5411-29]*
M. Joung, Y. Suzuki, T. Tanaka, S. Kagaya, K. Watanabe, H. Matono, Y. Wagatsuma, K. Mizuno

**SESSION 5**

**TERAHERTZ TECHNOLOGIES II**

*Molecular devices operating at terahertz frequencies: theoretical simulations and perspectives [5411-13]*
J. Seminario

*Fabrication of terahertz two-dimensional photonic crystal lens on silicon-on-insulator [5411-14]*
C. Lin, C. Chen, G. Schneider, Z. Lu, D. Prather

*A superconducting antenna-coupled microbolometer for THz applications [5411-15]*
A. Luukanen, R. Hadfield, A. Miller, E. Grossman

*Diffraction optics for terahertz waves [5411-16]*
J. Wiltse

*Bioaerosol sampling system with replicated optics [5411-17]*
M. Gross, N. Cunningham, J. Erickson, C. Manning, A. Samuels

**SESSION 6**

**TERAHERTZ TECHNOLOGIES III**

*Tagless and universal biosensor for point detection of pathogens [5411-30]*
A. Markelz, J. Knab, J. Chen, J. Cerne, W. Cox

*Terahertz emission, detection, and military applications [5411-27]*
D. Wu, J. Meyer

*THz time domain sensing and imaging [5411-22]*
R. Cheville, M. Reiten, J. O’Hara, D. Grischkowsky

*Selectively doped germanium THz laser [5411-23]*
M. Dolguikh, A. Muravjov, R. Peale

*Gain improvement for the THz p-Ge laser using neutron transmutation doped active crystal [5411-24]*
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SESSION 1
ATMOSPHERIC SENSING

Airborne three-line mid-IR DIAL for rapid chemical species plume mapping [5412-1]
C. Grund, S. Shald, S. Stearns

Molecular optical air data system (MOADS) prototype II [5412-3]

Optical refraction measurements over sea surface with lidar [5412-4]
A. Hågård, R. Persson, K. Gustafsson

Atmospheric trace constituent detection by CW-FM-LD-ladar: a concept development [5412-53]

Single and double path laser link measurements over water [5412-63]
O. Steinvall, G. Bolander, L. Sjöqvist, M. Petersson, K. Gustafsson, F. Berglund, L. Allard, K. Karlsson, T. Larsson, F. Gustavsson

SESSION 2
INSTRUMENTATION & PHENOMENOLOGY

Performance evaluation facility for ladars [5412-5]
G. Cheok, W. Stone

Scanning Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor [5412-9]
V. Molebny

Range precision of direct-detection laser radar systems [5412-10]
S. Johnson, T. Nichols, P. Gatt, T. Klausutis

Validar: a testbed for advanced 2-micron Doppler lidar [5412-11]
G. Koch, M. Petros, B. Barnes, J. Beyon, F. Amzajerdian, J. Yu, M. Kavaya, U. Singh

SESSION 3
COMPONENTS

Characterization of InGaAs self-mixing detectors for chirp amplitude-modulated lidar (CAML) [5412-12]

Eye-safe laser radar 3D imaging [5412-13]
R. Stettner, H. Bailey, R. Richmond

Eye-safe erbium glass laser transmitter study Q-switched with cobalt spinel [5412-14]
R. Wu, T. Chen, J. Myers, M. Myers, C. Hardy, J. Driver

Large-area InAlAs/InGaAs single photon counting avalanche photodiodes [5412-16]
J. Boisvert, G. Kinsey, D. McAlister, T. Isshiki, R. Sudharsanan, M. Krainak
SESSION 4
TACTICAL SYSTEMS

Airborne ladar man-in-the-loop operations in tactical environments [5412-18]
J. Grobmyer, Jr., T. Lum, R. Morris, S. Hard, H. Pratt, T. Florence, E. Peddycoart

High-speed multiple-object passive and active electro-optical tracking [5412-56]
J. Daugherty, P. Fairchild, V. Hasson, H. Hyman, D. Leslie

Design description and field testing of the SHOALS-1000T airborne bathymeter [5412-57]
P. LaRocque, J. Banic, A. Cunningham

Use of SHOALS bottom reflectance images to constrain the inversion of a hyperspectral radiative transfer model [5412-59]
G. Tuell, J. Park

SESSION 5
COHERENT SYSTEMS

High-fidelity ladar simulation [5412-24]
R. Telgarsky, M. Cates, C. Thompson, J. Sanders-Reed

Model of lidar range-Doppler signatures of solid rocket fuel plumes [5412-25]
I. Bankman, J. Giles, S. Chan, R. Reed

Direct-detection laser vibrometry with an amplitude-modulated ladar [5412-26]
B. Redman, W. Ruff, K. Aliberti

Spectral estimation of Doppler spread vibrating targets using coherent ladar [5412-52]
D. Youmans

SESSION 6
3D LASER RADAR

Hybrid 3D laser sensor based on a high-performance long-range wide-field-of-view laser scanner and a calibrated high-resolution digital camera [5412-31]
A. Ullrich, N. Studnicka, J. Riegler

A 32x32 pixel FLASH laser radar system incorporating InGaAs PIN and APD detectors [5412-32]
J. Dries, B. Miles, R. Stettner

High-accuracy 3D laser radar [5412-33]
J. Busch, H. Heiselberg

A 32x32 pixel focal plane array ladar system using chirped amplitude modulation [5412-37]
B. Stann, K. Aliberti, D. Carothers, J. Dammann, G. Dang, M. Giza, W. Lawler, B. Redman, D. Simon

Space Shuttle thermal protection system inspection by 3D imaging laser radar [5412-38]
J. Lamoreux, J. Siekierski, J. Carter

Obscuration measurements of tree canopy structure using a 3D imaging ladar system [5412-39]
R. Cannata, W. Clifton, S. Blask, R. Marino

3D laser sensing at FOI: overview and a system perspective [5412-40]

Methods for recognition of natural and man-made objects using laser radar data [5412-41]
C. Grönnwall, T. Chevalier, Å. Persson, M. Elmqvist, S. Ahlberg, L. Klasén, P. Andersson

Aided target recognition from 3D laser radar data [5412-42]
L. Klasén, P. Andersson, H. Larsson, T. Chevalier, O. Steinvall
Three-dimensional environment models from airborne laser radar data [5412-43]
U. Söderman, S. Ahlberg, M. Elmqvist, Å. Persson

Structural-surface extraction from 3D laser radar point clouds [5412-45]
J. Lersch, B. Webb, K. West

Processing of laser radar data for the extraction of an along-the-levee-crown elevation profile for levee remediation studies [5412-46]
M. Bishop, T. McGill, S. Taylor

Three-dimensional laser radar sensor modeling and validation via a Monte Carlo Rayleigh-Sommerfeld wave optics approach [5412-47]
S. Cain

Experimental investigations of the potential of commercial laser sources for spaceborne imaging laser sensors [5412-50]
A. Ullrich, J. Pereira do Carmo, G. Ulbrich
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New technologies and architectures for laser systems: revolutionary beam control [5413-1]
P. McManamon, W. Thompson

SESSION 1
LASER SOURCE TECHNOLOGY

Advanced chemical lasers [5413-2]
G. Manke II, K. Hewett, T. Madden, J. McCord, C. Wisniewski, G. Hager

Dispersion-managed breathing-mode semiconductor mode-locked ring laser: experimental and numerical study [5413-3]
B. Resan, L. Archundia, P. Delfyett, Jr.

External-cavity actively mode-locked GCSEL (grating coupled surface emitting laser) and amplification characteristics of GCSOA (grating coupled surface emitting semiconductor optical amplifier) [5413-5]
K. Kim, S. Lee, O. Smolski, P. Delfyett, Jr.

Injection-locking efficiency of two independent lasers [5413-7]
R. Kurtz, R. Pradhan, N. Tun, T. Aye, G. Savant, T. Jannson, L. DeShazer

SESSION 2
ATMOSPHERIC CHARACTERIZATION

Atmospheric turbulence profile estimation using a single laser guide star [5413-10]
S. Cain

The design and implementation of a laser rangefinder/designator beam metrology system for beam characterization analysis through environmental and atmospheric conditions at the Crane division, Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC Crane) [5413-11]
C. Middlebrook, R. Bunch, B. Helms

Round-trip turbulence ladar scintillation modeling using data fits and resulting signal-to-noise ratio [5413-22]
D. Youmans
SESSION 3
LASER PROPAGATION PHENOMENOLOGY

Atmospheric-induced frequency fluctuations in LIDAR [5413-12]
A. Masino, C. Young

Impact of atmospheric turbulence on beam propagation [5413-13]
J. Strasburg, W. Harper

SESSION 4
LASER SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS

Fiber optic communication links suitable for onboard use in modern aircraft [5413-15]
H. Nguyen, D. Ngo, M. Atiquzzaman, J. Sluss, Jr., F. Slaveski, M. Alam

Anti-ship missile tracking with a chirped amplitude modulation ladar [5413-16]
B. Redman, B. Stann, W. Ruff, M. Giza, K. Aliberti, W. Lawler

Wavelength selection and propagation analysis for shipboard free electron laser [5413-19]
D. Leslie, M. Belen'kii

The magic of relay mirrors [5413-23]
E. Duff, D. Washburn
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SESSION 1
EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND BATTLEFIELD SUPPORT FOR CBRN HAZARDS

CT-Analyst: fast and accurate CBR emergency assessment [5416-1]
J. Boris, J. Fulton, Jr., K. Obenschain, G. Patnaik, T. Young, Jr.

Using CT-Analyst to optimize sensor placement [5416-2]
K. Obenschain, J. Boris, G. Patnaik

A composite CBRN surveillance and testing service [5416-4]
D. Niemeyer

Critical components required to improve deployable laboratory biological hazards identification [5416-5]
D. Niemeyer

SESSION 2
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL POINT DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES I

A linear ion trap for biological agent detection and identification [5416-6]
M. Griffin, S. McLuckey

Miniature photoacoustic chemical sensor using microelectromechanical structures [5416-7]
P. Pellegrino, R. Polcawich, S. Firebaugh

Reactive chromophores for sensitive and selective detection of chemical warfare agents [5416-8]
SESSION 3
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL POINT DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES II

Advancements in field-portable imaging radiometric spectrometer technology for chemical detection [5416-40]
M. Chamberland, C. Belzile, V. Farley, J. Legault, K. Schwantes

Miniature chemical and biomedical sensors enabled by direct-write microdispensing technology [5416-10]
D. Hayes, P. Cooley, D. Wallace

Mesoporous membrane technologies for the collection of airborne biological pathogens [5416-11]
N. Hovijitra, S. Lee, H. Shang, E. Wallis, G. Lee

Photonic nanostructures as SERS substrates for reproducible characterization of bacterial spores [5416-12]
J. Pendell Jones, N. Fell, Jr., T. Alexander, A. Fountain III

DNA capture elements for rapid detection and identification of biological agents [5416-13]
J. Kiel, J. Parker, E. Holwitt, J. Vivekananda

SESSION 4
ALGORITHMS, MODELING, AND SIMULATION: SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR CB DETECTION

Computational intelligence in biological sensing [5416-14]
J. Braun, Y. Glina, J. Su, T. Dasey

Agent identification and differentiation via abstract second messenger modeling [5416-15]
J. Peterson

Thermal infrared scene simulation for plume detection algorithm evaluation [5416-16]
R. Sundberg, S. Richtsmeier, A. Berk, S. Adler-Golden, M. Fox, R. Haren

Plume source detection using a process query system [5416-41]
G. Nofsinger, K. Smith

SESSION 5
DARPA SEMICONDUCTOR UV OPTICAL SOURCES (SUVOS) PROGRAM

Improving diode-laser-induced fluorescence detection of airborne biological particles by exciting multiple biofluorophores [5416-21]
G. Wilson, R. DeFreez

Low-power ultraviolet lidar for standoff detection of BW agents [5416-22]
C. Prasad, W. Huang, J. Bufton, A. Achey, J. Dawson, R. Serino, W. Shi

SESSION 6
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL STANDOFF DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES I

Review of active chem-bio sensing [5416-23]
C. Swim

Heterodyne lidar for chemical sensing [5416-24]
SESSION 7
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL STANDOFF DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES II

Determination of bacterial aerosol spectral cross sections [5416-26]
A. Lazarevich, M. Thomas, D. Duncan, C. Mitchell

Systems engineering tradeoffs for a bio-aerosol lidar referee system [5416-27]

Estimating the backscatter spectral dependence and relative concentration for multiple aerosol materials from lidar data [5416-28]
R. Warren, R. Vanderbeek

Aerosol collection and analysis using diffuse reflectance infrared spectroscopy [5416-29]
A. Samuels, D. Wong, G. Meyer, G. Roelant, B. Williams, R. Miles, Jr., C. Manning

Handheld hyperspectral imager for standoff detection of chemical and biological aerosols [5416-30]
M. Hinnrichs, J. Jensen, G. McAnally

Multifrequency sounding with DF-laser-based lidar system: preliminary results [5416-32]
V. Agroskin, B. Bravy, Y. Chernyshev, V. Kirianov, E. Makarov, V. Papin, S. Sotnichenko, G. Vasiliev

POSTER SESSION

Remote atmospheric breakdown for standoff detection using intense short laser pulse compression [5416-36]
A. Ting, I. Alexeev, D. Gordon, E. Briscoe, J. Penano, R. Hubbard, P. Sprangle, G. Rubel
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ACOUSTIC SENSORS I

Wideband DOA estimation algorithms for multiple target detection and tracking using unattended acoustic sensors [5417-3]
M. Azimi-Sadjadi, A. Pezeshki, L. Scharf, M. Hohil

Algorithms and performance of small baseline acoustic sensor arrays [5417-5]
B. Sadler, R. Kozick, S. Collier

TTCP AG-6: acoustic detection and tracking of UAVs [5417-6]
T. Pham, N. S sour

ACOUSTIC SENSORS II (PLATFORM)

Multicategory classification of ground vehicles based on their acoustic emissions [5417-7]
H. Wu, J. Mendel

Coherence analysis using canonical coordinate decomposition with applications to sparse processing and optimal array deployment [5417-8]
M. Azimi-Sadjadi, A. Pezeshki, R. Wade
SEISMIC, MAGNETIC, BIO, CHEM, AND OTHER UNATTENDED GROUND SENSORS

- **Triggering imagery with unattended seismic/magnetic sensing for vehicle classification** [5417-11]
  R. Knobler
- **A low-noise MEMS accelerometer for unattended ground sensor applications** [5417-12]
  K. Speller, D. Yu
- **Micro UV detector** [5417-14]
  J. Cabalo, R. Sickenberger, W. Underwood, D. Sickenberger
- **Optical magnetometer concepts** [5417-15]
  G. Wyntjes, D. Rall
- **Seismic signal and noise assessment for footstep detection range estimation in different environments** [5417-78]
  A. Pakhomov, T. Goldburt

UNATTENDED OCEAN SENSOR TECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS

- **A distributed evolutionary algorithmic approach to the coverage problem for submersible sensors** [5417-16]
  J. Tillett, R. Rao, F. Sahin
- **Counter-narcotic acoustic buoy (CNAB)** [5417-20]
  M. Bailey

ELECTRO-OPTICAL UGS SENSORS

- **A low-cost thermal imaging sensor for networked applications** [5417-22]
  P. Manning, N. Parkinson
- **Passive micro-optics sensors for 3D imaging** [5417-26]
  B. Javidi, Y. Frauel
- **Low-cost moderate-resolution spectrometer without grating** [5417-23]
  J. Bankman, E. Rogala, M. Thomas
- **Laser-induced optronic countermeasure against charge-coupled devices and optronic counter-countermeasure in the visible region and infrared region** [5417-25]
  N. Hueber, J. Moeglin, A. Dieterlen, A. Boffy

SPECIAL SESSION: UNMANNED AIR AND UNDERSEA VEHICLE TECHNOLOGIES AND RELATED UGS APPLICATIONS

- **Device for electro-magnetohydrodynamic (EMHD) energy harvesting** [5417-29]
  S. Snarski, R. Kasper, A. Bruno
- **Intelligent obstacle avoidance system for unmanned undersea vehicles in shallow water** [5417-30]
  K. Kim, A. Kostrzewski, D. Erwin
- **Designing avionics for terrestrial neutron environments** [5417-31]
  P. Coakley, D. Breuner, R. Milanowski, M. Rose, A. Magnus
- **Concurrent constraint programming-based path planning for uninhabited air vehicles** [5417-32]
  S. Gualandi, B. Tranchero
- **Employing a communication payload on an unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) for harbor monitoring and homeland defense** [5417-33]
  J. Wells, T. Wurth, M. Manning
- **UAV team behaviors in operational scenarios** [5417-34]
  J. Gilmore, J. Garbarino
Situation awareness for UAV equipped with image/video understanding system based on network-symbolic models [5417-35]
G. Kuvich

A global positioning system (GPS) interference electronics support measure (ESM) payload system for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [5417-36]
T. Wurth, J. Wells

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

Networking: technologies and challenges for network-centric operations [5417-38]
L. Stotts, J. Allen

SYSTEM ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES (FUSION, LOCATION, COMMUNICATIONS, VULNERABILITIES, TAGS, AND POWER) I

A modular architecture for wireless sensor network nodes [5417-39]
J. Davis, N. Berry

Field testing and evaluation of a solar-blind UV communication link for unattended ground sensors [5417-41]
G. Shaw, A. Siegel, J. Model, M. Nischan

A miniature disposable radio (MiDR) for unattended ground sensor systems (UGSS) and munitions [5417-42]
J. Wells, T. Wurth

Fractional-N synthesizer simplifies UHF sensor radio [5417-44]
L. Alaimo

Special encryption considerations for unattended ground sensor systems [5417-45]
A. Drummond

SCA compliant data radios for unattended ground sensor systems [5417-46]
R. Woodring, M. Dapper

Path loss and antenna gain considerations for unattended ground sensor (UGS) systems [5417-47]
T. Bruns

SYSTEM ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES (FUSION, LOCATION, COMMUNICATIONS, VULNERABILITIES, TAGS, AND POWER) II

Transmit-only data exfiltration: the Sensor Enabled Notification System (SENS) [5417-49]
S. McDermott, T. Vaneck

Efficient routing in dense UGSS and wireless munitions control systems [5417-50]
R. O'Connell

Monitoring of diffusion processes with PDE models in wireless sensor networks [5417-51]
L. Rossi, B. Krishnamachari, C. Kuo

Sensor localization using helicopter acoustic and GPS data [5417-52]
T. Damarla, V. Mirelli

UGS SYSTEM I

Architectural and operational tradeoffs in wireless sensor networks [5417-55]
J. Davis, N. Berry

Summary of phenomenology for operations in urban environments [5417-58]
J. Kile, J. Gould, W. Gnadt, D. Matthiesen, F. McIntyre, V. Ingle, M. Rossacci

Sensor-based base camp security [5417-79]
L. Peck, J. Lacombe
UGS SYSTEM II

Sense, decide, act, communicate (SDAC): next generation of smart sensor systems [5417-60]
N. Berry, J. Davis, T. Ko, R. Kyker, R. Pate, D. Stark, R. Stinnett, J. Baker, A. Cushner, C. Van Dyke, B. Kyckelhahn

Sensor deployment planning for unattended ground sensor networks [5417-62]
J. McKitterick

Networked sensors in support of the NATO TG-25 field test experiment [5417-65]
B. Peltzer, M. Hohil, E. Tsui

Terrain commander UGS operational trials [5417-66]
R. Steadman

3D heterogeneous sensor system on a chip for defense and security applications [5417-67]
S. Bhansali, G. Chapman, E. Friedman, Y. Ismail, P. Mukund, D. Tebbe, V. Jain

A modular low-energy wireless sensing and processing platform with an open software framework for unattended ground sensor applications [5417-69]
F. Newberg, D. McIntire, B. Schiffer, S. Valoff, W. Kaiser

Wireless sensor network applications and impacts in MOUT [5417-71]
J. Davis, N. Berry

UGS PROGRAMS AND USER PERSPECTIVES

Unattended ground sensor systems for special operations forces [5417-74]
P. Morgan
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SENSORS FOR ON-ORBIT GUIDANCE, INSPECTION, AND SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

Using science-driven technologies for the defense and security applications [5418-2]
S. Habib, D. Zukor, S. Ambrose

Advanced Video Guidance Sensor (AVGS) project summary [5418-3]
S. Van Winkle

The RF Probe: providing space situational awareness through broad-spectrum detection and characterization [5418-4]
R. Zenick, K. Kohlhepp, R. Partch

Machine vision applied to navigation of confined spaces [5418-5]
J. Briscoe, D. Broderick, R. Howard, E. Corder

Advanced Video Guidance Sensor and next-generation autonomous docking sensors [5418-6]
S. Granade

Advanced Video Guidance Sensor (AVGS) development testing [5418-7]
R. Howard, A. Johnston, T. Bryan, M. Book

Laser imaging sensor system for on-orbit space shuttle inspection [5418-8]
SESSION 2
RF AND LIDAR SYSTEMS

RELAVIS: the development of a 4D laser vision system for spacecraft rendezvous and docking operations [5418-22]
E. Martin, D. Maharaj, R. Richards, J. Tripp, J. Bolger, D. King

SESSION 3
VISIBLE AND NEAR-IR WAVELENGTH SENSORS

LAPS: the development of a scanning lidar system with GNC for autonomous hazard avoidance and precision landing [5418-23]
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